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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

In multi-tenant systems, the CPU overhead of distributed
file systems (DFSes) is increasingly a burden to application
performance. CPU and memory interference cause degraded
and unstable application and storage performance, in particular for operation latency. Recent client-local DFSes for
persistent memory (PM) accelerate this trend. DFS offload
to SmartNICs is a promising solution to these problems, but
it is challenging to fit the complex demands of a DFS onto
simple SmartNIC processors located across PCIe.
We present LineFS, a SmartNIC-offloaded, high-performance DFS with support for client-local PM. To fully leverage
the SmartNIC architecture, we decompose DFS operations
into execution stages that can be offloaded to a parallel datapath execution pipeline on the SmartNIC. LineFS offloads
CPU-intensive DFS tasks, like replication, compression, data
publication, index and consistency management to a SmartNIC. We implement LineFS on the Mellanox BlueField SmartNIC and compare it to Assise, a state-of-the-art PM DFS.
LineFS improves latency in LevelDB up to 80% and throughput in Filebench up to 79%, while providing extended DFS
availability during host system failures.

• Information systems → Distributed storage; Storage
class memory; • Social and professional topics → File systems management; • Networks → Network adapters; •
Computer systems organization → System on a chip;
Availability.
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INTRODUCTION

In multi-tenant systems, the CPU overhead of distributed
storage services sharing the machine with the applications
using them is increasingly a burden to application performance [27, 36, 41]. Due to the stagnation of CPU performance [49], operators wish to dedicate as many client CPU
cycles to applications as possible. However, as storage services incorporate persistent memory (PM) [5], CPU contention has increased. Various recent storage system proposals for PM use client-local storage management. For example,
the Assise distributed file system (DFS) conducts parallel
data eviction when per-process caches fill to capacity [18].
Similarly, Orion periodically creates radix trees to index logstructured file data, performs log garbage collection, and executes client arbitration protocols when data is shared [60].
These processes consume several cores on IO-intensive client
nodes (§2.1).

To reduce CPU overhead, offload of disaggregated storage
stacks is already commonplace [9, 10]. SmartNICs [2, 3, 8]
are popular for this purpose because they can implement the
data path for disaggregated storage operations. SmartNICs
support both block-level remote access protocols, such as
NVMe over fabrics (NVMe-oF) [10], and remote direct memory access (RDMA) [12]. RDMA allows access to remote PM
at byte-granularity and recent work has extended it to better
support remote file access [61], chain replication [36], and
multi-step data access operations via in-network processing [53]. However, none of the existing solutions consider
the offload needs of a complete DFS.
In this paper, we present LineFS, a SmartNIC-offloaded,
high-performance DFS with support for client-local PM.
LineFS offloads processing-intensive DFS tasks, such as replication, data publication, and consistency management. Leveraging spare SmartNIC processing capacity, LineFS reduces
network utilization by conducting file- and operation-specific
(de)compression. Finally, LineFS reduces file system fail-over
time by providing a fast failure detector and SmartNIC-based
recovery mechanism, leveraging the SmartNIC as an isolated
failure domain.
Offloading a high-performance DFS to a SmartNIC is challenging. File systems are complex, handling highly structured
data with sophisticated access protocols for consistency and
durability. Wimpy SmartNIC architecture and the PCIe interconnect that separates SmartNIC and host PM implies
that a naive offload of DFS operations will be much slower
than using host CPUs. To make offload worthwhile, LineFS
must hide execution and data access latencies by exploiting
opportunities for parallelization, batching, and asynchronous operation. We propose a persist-and-publish model that
separates PM storage operations on the critical-path from
operations that can execute asynchronously. To speed up
asynchronous publishing operations, while providing strong
file system consistency properties, such as linearizability and
prefix crash consistency [24, 57], we introduce a parallel datapath execution pipeline. We decompose DFS operations into
distinct execution stages that operate in a parallel pipeline.
The pipeline keeps operations in order for consistency. To
avoid pipeline execution stalls, we prefetch data across PCIe
and organize host data structures into pipeline chunks that
can be transmitted in bulk and processed in parallel.
We make the following contributions:
• We present the design of LineFS, a SmartNIC-offloaded,
high-performance DFS with support for client-local PM.
We describe the challenges of efficient DFS SmartNIC offload and show how to make it efficient by parallelizing
DFS functionality that was sequential in previous systems.
• To demonstrate the benefits of LineFS, we apply it to Assise, a state-of-the-art DFS using client-local PM. Our implementation uses the Mellanox BlueField SmartNIC [2].
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•
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•
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BlueField allows us full control over data and processing
placement across SmartNIC and host, from any machine.
We compare LineFS performance to Assise (our baseline,
replicating upon each fsync()), Assise replicating in the
background, as well as Assise+Hyperloop (offloading replication as in Hyperloop [36]). In the throughput benchmark,
LineFS outperforms all Assise variants by at least 41% and
saturates the network. In addition, we execute application
benchmarks (LevelDB and Filebench). LineFS shows 80%
and 27% better LevelDB latency than Assise for sequential and random insert, respectively. LineFS exhibits 79%
higher throughput than Assise in Filebench.
We showcase the ability of LineFS to maintain a high level
of performance even in the presence of an interfering, CPUintensive workload (streamcluster), whose performance
is only mildly impacted by LineFS’s presence. In contrast,
streamcluster takes longer to execute in the presence of
Assise by up to 43%, and LineFS performance is 227% better
than that of Assise in this case.
In addition to demonstrating quantitative benefits of LineFS,
we highlight its ability to make qualitative improvements
to a DFS by enabling new functionality. In particular, LineFS
makes it possible to compress data on the fly while running
a sorting benchmark. Doing so results in up to 11% better performance than the no-compression case, all while
saving considerable network bandwidth (up to 72%).
Finally, we demonstrate LineFS’s ability to increase system
availability by conducting a Varmail experiment with host
failure. Even during failure, LineFS enables Varmail to
maintain similar throughput levels across the replication
chain, as seen without failures.

BACKGROUND

Like any operating system service, DFSes consume CPU
and memory resources. This consumption was insignificant
when networks and storage devices were slow relative to the
performance offered by CPUs. Currently, the performance of
networks and storage devices is increasing while CPU performance has stagnated in both per-core performance and
number of cores. Thus, CPU cycles and memory bandwidth
have become precious commodities. In particular, modern
PM-optimized DFSes share CPU and memory resources with
applications in an effort to reduce PM access latency. Unfortunately, the low-latency access provided by these systems
comes with the cost of CPU competition with applications.
We provide an overview of the design of PM-optimized
DFSes and the different ways in which they interfere with
host CPU and memory performance (§2.1). We then present
SmartNIC offload of DFS functionality as a solution to the
interference problem, while outlining the unique challenges
of DFS offload to SmartNICs (§2.2).

# of
proc.
1
2
4
8

Throughput (GB/s)
25GbE
100GbE
Assise Ceph Assise Ceph
0.38
1.23
0.63
1.26
0.74
1.34
1.12
1.51
1.30
1.40
1.98
1.56
1.32
1.41
2.22
1.60

CPU utilization
25GbE
100GbE
Assise Ceph Assise Ceph
62%
95% 101%
96%
119% 126% 201% 146%
225% 141% 380% 211%
224% 176% 509% 211%

Table 1: CPU utilization of Assise and Ceph for different numbers of benchmark processes and network
speeds. 100% = 1 core.

2.1

Interference in PM-optimized DFSes

As PM gains popularity, new DFS designs are appearing
that are optimized to leverage PM’s performance. A main
design principle of these DFSes is to utilize PM storage that is
located on the same machine that executes the applications
using it—called client-local PM storage. Client-local storage
can reduce PM file access latency by orders of magnitude.
Assise [18] and Orion [60] are two recent DFSes that use
client-local PM storage.
While client-local PM storage can improve file system
performance versus client-server designs, it also requires
file system management tasks local to the client. These file
system tasks compete for memory and compute resources
with applications. This kind of concurrent execution causes
performance interference and takes away precious resources
from application execution. To identify DFS resource consumption, we measure client CPU utilization of a client-local
DFS, Assise, and compare it with a client-server DFS, Ceph.
Table 1 shows the result. Each client writes a 24 GB file with 4
KB IO size. We can see that both DFSes require a significant
amount of client CPU cycles. However, Assise uses up to
60% and 2.4× more cycles than Ceph on 25GbE and 100GbE
networks. Assise needs more CPU to perform file system
management tasks as the network bandwidth increases. Using a 25 GbE NIC, Assise occupies 2.24 host cores to support
8 clients while Ceph occupies 1.76 cores. Using a 100 GbE
NIC, Assise uses 5.09 host cores for 8 clients, while Ceph
uses only 2.11.
We identify the following four file system tasks of clientlocal DFSes that cause high CPU utilization and performance
interference:
I1. Data movement and indexing. The file system invokes
threads for data movement and organization. For example,
Assise’s SharedFS creates many threads to apply file system
updates to PM and to create indexing structures to optimize
later reads.
I2. Replication. For availability, client-local distributed file
systems replicate data among client nodes, requiring invocation of DFS services that can accept and persist data per client
replica. Replication consumes memory and CPU resources.

I3. Remote storage access requests. Not all file system requests can be served locally, requiring a remote node to
serve these requests with low latency. High-priority file system processing interrupts co-running applications, involving
high context switching costs when done frequently.
I4. File system consistency. To allow multiple clients access
to shared file system state with consistency guarantees, distributed file systems have to coordinate these clients, requiring the invocation of coordination mechanisms on multiple
client nodes, often with low latency requirements.
Each of these tasks may execute concurrently, consuming a
variable amount of shared compute and memory resources.
The interference presents several challenges:
C1. Unpredictable application performance. When CPU
and memory resources are consumed by file system management threads, application execution performance is impacted.
For example, application threads need to wait for CPUs to
become available or are slowed down if not enough memory
bandwidth is available.
CPU contention is a particularly grave performance problem for parallel applications that synchronize frequently,
such as via barriers. Spontaneous unavailability of CPUs due
to file system task execution can create stragglers that disproportionately slow down the entire parallel computation
as the application waits for all threads to pass a barrier.
C2. Unpredictable file system access latency and
tail-latency. Shared resources also impact file system performance. In particular, file system access latency and taillatency can increase when latency-critical operations are delayed because CPUs are busy executing application threads.
This problem is exacerbated with PM. Due to the low
access latency of PM, critical file system operations often
need to finish within microseconds. Even when the CPU
scheduler gives priority to critical file system tasks, these
latencies can easily be inflated by several orders of magnitude
due to context switching and dispatch overheads.
C3. Reduced throughput. A potential solution is to partition available CPU and memory resources among file system
services and applications. However, partitions have to be
provisioned for peak utilization to support high throughput.
CPUs in particular are a scarce resource in today’s systems
and under-provisioned partitions reduce throughput for either the file system or the applications.

2.2

DFS Offload to SmartNICs

Offload of DFS services to a SmartNIC can be a solution to the
aforementioned problems. SmartNICs are versatile compute
platforms that sit in the network data-path of applications.
Their position makes them well-suited for offload of networked services, including distributed file systems. Indeed,

various SmartNIC platforms [2, 3] provide features that aid in
particular the offload of disaggregated storage protocols, e.g.,
NVMe-oF [10]. However, SmartNIC offload is not a panacea.
Several challenges make the offload of distributed file system
functionality particularly difficult.
Increased latency for host memory access. SmartNICs are
PCIe expansion cards. PCIe is a high-latency interconnect
relative to the DDR memory interconnect that CPUs enjoy
to access memory. Accessing PM via DDR from a host CPU
incurs a latency on the order of 100 ns while accessing PM
via PCIe has a latency of several 𝜇s—an order of magnitude
difference. Thus, accessing PM and related file system state
stored in host memory from the SmartNIC has high overhead
and such access needs to be minimized or the latency needs
to be hidden.
Wimpy execution environment. A typical SmartNIC power
envelope is 25W. Compared to host CPUs that have an order
of magnitude larger power envelopes, there is no room for
powerful memory or processing features. SmartNICs typically opt for a wimpy processor architecture, with many
low-frequency cores and a small amount of cache memory.
Mellanox BlueField. We explore DFS offload using a Mellanox BlueField MBF1M332A SmartNIC [2]. This is a 2×25GbE
SmartNIC that contains an ARMv8 Cortex-A72 processor
with 16 cores, running at 800MHz. Each Cortex-A72 core has
a 32KB L1 data cache. Two cores share 1MB of L2 cache and
all cores share 6MB of L3 cache, as well as 16GB of memory,
which may be DRAM or NVDIMM-N PM. BlueField runs
Linux on the Cortex-A72.
BlueField is an off-path SmartNIC [41]. An RDMA switch
on the SmartNIC is capable of directly accessing SmartNIC
and host memory. The switch can be configured to forward
RDMA requests according to various rules. We configure
the switch to treat the Cortex-A72 as a discrete host, with
its own MAC and IP address. This configuration allows the
file system full control, from any machine, over where to
transfer data and whether to interact with the SmartNIC or
the host.
Treating the SmartNIC as a discrete host running Linux
focuses our work on the interconnect and wimpy execution environment challenges described in this section, rather
than low-level acceleration. This is intentional. File systems
are complex software, handling highly structured data with
sophisticated access protocols for consistency and durability. CPU architectures capable of running full OSes, such
as ARMv8, are well-suited for file system execution. Lowerlevel, in-path architectures that are optimized to process
individual network packets, such as NPU or FPGA-based
SmartNICs, would have unnecessarily complicated our offload design.
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Figure 1: Components and data path of a LineFS node.
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LINEFS DESIGN

LineFS is a DFS designed for a cluster of nodes that use
PM and RDMA. LineFS minimizes host CPU overheads by
carefully offloading DFS operations to SmartNICs. LineFS
has the following design goals.
• Minimize host performance interference. Performance
and performance predictability of applications and storage systems suffer from competition for shared resources.
CPUs are one of the most constrained resources in modern
cloud servers [27, 40–42, 49, 55]. LineFS must minimize
competition for CPUs among applications and the DFS. To
do so, LineFS offloads DFS functionality to SmartNICs.
• Minimize slowdown from offload. LineFS must minimize the performance impact of DFS offload to SmartNICs.
To do so, LineFS rethinks the file system data path to exploit fine-grained data parallelism. LineFS executes the
data path in the background to allow foreground host computation to continue unaffected.
• Leverage data-path processing opportunities. LineFS
shall leverage the SmartNIC’s data-path processing capability to opportunistically perform semantic-aware data
transformations. We take advantage of spare SmartNIC
processing capacity to perform data compression, saving
network bandwidth for replication.
• Improved availability. LineFS shall also leverage the
SmartNIC’s data-path processing capability to improve
DFS availability. While SmartNICs and host CPUs share
host power, SmartNICs provide independent execution
environments and can continue operating, even if the host
operating system has failed.
LineFS architecture. Like Assise [18] and Orion [60], LineFS
adopts a client-local DFS model that executes DFS functionality on client machines to avoid client-server communication latency for PM access. In addition, LineFS carefully
distributes DFS components among host and SmartNICs.
LineFS nodes consist of two components: LibFS and NICFS.
LibFSes are linked to application processes (LineFS clients)

running on host cores. NICFS runs on SmartNICs. Figure 1
shows the overall design of a LineFS node.
Beyond per-node offload, LineFS follows Assise’s design
closely. Ideas, such as user-level PM IO with per-process
LibFSes and update logs, leases [32] as a consistency mechanism, and chain-replication via RDMA are inherited from
Assise [18]. LineFS also uses ZooKeeper [1] as a cluster manager to manage DFS node membership, failure detection, and
root lease arbitration (§3.4). We initially attempted SmartNIC
offload of Assise’s per-node SharedFS component but found
that, without the design principles presented in this paper,
throughput dropped by more than 30× versus the host-based
version due to inefficient SmartNIC execution.

3.1

Design Principles

Naive DFS offload to a SmartNIC leads to serious performance degradation due to the wimpy SmartNIC architecture
and data movement across PCIe. To avoid the overhead for
offloading, LineFS follows two design principles: persist-andpublish and pipeline parallelism.
Persist-and-publish. LineFS assigns a fraction of PM as a
per-client PM log (cf. Figure 1). LibFSes persist data and metadata updates to their private PM logs on the host. The logs
are asynchronously published to a host-local public PM and
replicated to remote PM by NICFS. This persist-and-publish
design, which is inspired by Strata’s logging and digesting
approach [37], enables LineFS to clearly separate PM-latency
critical operations from those that can be deferred. After
LibFS makes data and metadata durable in the host PM log
using fast host cores, NICFS publishes and replicates the
updates in the background with SmartNIC cores, saving the
host cores from performing file system management tasks.
Pipeline parallelism. LineFS exploits pipeline parallelism
to publish and replicate the log. LineFS organizes DFS operations into distinct execution stages to construct an execution
pipeline. LineFS defines a group of log entries as a LineFS
chunk, processing each chunk in parallel through the pipeline.
LineFS takes advantage of two different types of parallelism:
intra-client and inter-client. Intra-client parallelism leverages
the pipeline to publish and replicate each client-private log
while keeping the log data in order. LineFS processes multiple
client logs concurrently by executing the pipeline for each
client in parallel. LineFS coordinates the pipeline to linearize
shared updates (§3.4).
Pipeline parallelism provides a convenient way to manage the degree of parallelism [46]. To execute each pipeline
stage, NICFS assigns a thread for each stage to SmartNIC
cores from a single thread pool created at start time. When
a LibFS log grows to the size of a LineFS chunk (e.g., 4 MB),
LibFS sends an RPC to NICFS to start the pipeline. NICFS
monitors the time taken for each stage. If one stage becomes

a bottleneck (e.g., its wait queue grows beyond 5 entries),
NICFS dynamically assigns more threads to process the stage.
Together, these principles not only avoid overhead but also
maintain consistency when offloading. Client logs are a natural way to persist file system updates in order. When publishing and replicating, pipeline parallelism allows LineFS to
process data in client log order, providing linearizability and
prefix crash consistency [24, 26, 57].

3.2

Low-latency PM IO via LibFS

To provide low latency PM IO, LibFS persists data to an
operational log in host PM. Operational logging provides a
compact way for persisting (meta-)data in PM [37, 59]. LineFS
assigns a fraction of PM to each LibFS as a persistent write
log. LibFS intercepts the application’s POSIX file system calls
and writes file data and metadata to the PM log. For example,
on a create() system call, LibFS writes updated inodes and
directories to the PM log. A log is efficient for PM because
the sequential performance of PM is high and log appends
are sequential.
Reading is a two-step process: 1) LibFS searches in its
client-private log (the data is not yet published) and 2) if the
data is not found in the log, it searches public PM. The read
path is performed in the host CPU without involving NICFS.
Writing requires only asynchronous communication with
NICFS to publish and replicate the client-private logs (§3.3).

3.3

Pipelining DFS operations

NICFS runs two different pipelines: the publishing pipeline
and the replication pipeline. The publishing pipeline (§3.3.1)
consists of four stages: fetching, validation, publication, and
acknowledgment. The replication pipeline (§3.3.2) also consists of four stages: fetching, validation, transfer, and acknowledgment. Both pipelines have to fetch log data to NICFS and
validate it. To avoid redundant data movement, the publishing and replication pipelines share the first two stages—i.e.,
they operate on the same data. After the first two, they run
their own pipeline stages.
3.3.1 Publishing Client Logs. NICFS publishes client-private
log entries to public PM in the background. After publishing
log entries, LibFS reclaims them to make room for further
updates. Publishing log entries involves memory-intensive
data movement from the client-private log to public PM.
Rationale. LineFS offloads publication of the log to a SmartNIC for four reasons: (1) to reduce occupancy and load on the
host CPU for data movement; (2) to reduce the overhead of
scheduling and context switches due to DFS services; (3) to
reduce head-of-line blocking on log writes when logs are full
and host CPU resources are scarce; (4) to enable ancillary
tasks, such as compression, without CPU contention.

Chk: chunk

1 Fetching

Chk1

2 Validation

Chk2
Chk1

3 Publication In Host
4 ACK

SmartNIC to Host

Chk3
Chk2
Chk1

Host to SmartNIC

Chk3
In SmartNIC
waits for ordering
Chk2
Chk3
Chk1

Chk2

Chk3

Figure 2: Publishing with pipeline parallelism.

Challenges. There are two challenges for efficient offload to
the SmartNIC: (1) High PCIe latency; (2) Permission checks
(§3.4) and validation (e.g., prevent directory cycles in the
DFS namespace) consume enough computational bandwidth
to saturate the relatively wimpy SmartNIC processors.
The dual challenges of communication latency and computational load suggests that overlapping these latencies can
help reduce their effect on end-to-end system performance.
Approach. The persist-and-publish model allows NICFS to
publish the client-private log in the background, while application execution continues. To amortize PCIe transfer
overheads, LineFS batches consecutive updates into LineFS
chunks. As soon as LibFS has accumulated a single LineFS
chunk of updates, it sends an asynchronous RPC request to
NICFS to start publishing the chunk.
As shown in Figure 2, the publishing pipeline consists
of four stages (with the primary resource for the stage in
parentheses): fetching (PCIe), validation (computation), publication (PCIe and computation), and acknowledgment (PCIe
latency). NICFS fetches a LineFS chunk to the SmartNIC’s
memory and validates it. After passing the validation, NICFS
publishes the LineFS chunk and acknowledges it to LibFS.
Publishing the chunk via PCIe causes excessive latency,
stalling the pipeline. Instead, LineFS uses a kernel worker
thread in the host operating system to initiate asynchronous host DMA [38] to publish the LineFS chunk. Instead of
copying PM with host cores, the DMA copy still avoids CPU
utilization.
Data-path processing opportunities. NICFS can add additional pipeline stages to utilize any spare SmartNIC processing cycles. For example, we add a stage to perform semanticaware compression called coalescing [37, 45]. Coalescing reduces the amount of published data by skipping unnecessary
log entries, thereby reducing write amplification and improving the lifetime of PM. The stage scans a fetched chunk to
find a temporarily durable write pattern (e.g., creating and
then deleting the same file). If the stage detects the pattern, it
removes the redundant log entries before building a copy list
for the kernel worker. To find a coalescing opportunity, the
stage scans log entries, which is also needed for validation.
Hence, we can execute the validation and coalescing stages
together in the same core to exploit CPU cache locality.

3.3.2 Replication. LineFS chain-replicates [51] the clientprivate log to a number of replicas using RDMA, providing availability and strong consistency among replicas. Like
other DFSes, fsync() guarantees durability and replication
of file data and metadata. Along a replication chain, each
replica persists a primary’s client-private log to its local log.
When the primary receives ACKs from all replicas, fsync()
returns. Thereby, the primary and all replicas have the same
view of updates.
With strong consistency, replication latency directly impacts DFS write performance [36]. In turn, two factors primarily affect replication latency: (1) Delays in network (RDMA)
request processing and (2) CPU contention between DFS
replication operation and co-running applications. Hostbased approaches to providing low replication latency avoid
these factors by pre-posting network operations to RDMA
send-receive queue pairs (QPs) and polling for completion
in a busy loop. To guarantee sustainable throughput and
latency, pre-posting and polling must not be delayed and
thus they must run on isolated CPUs.
Busy polling on the host CPU is not a viable option for
multi-tenant systems because it must reserve many host
CPUs just for replication processing. Unfortunately, blocking for replication introduces context switch and dispatch
overheads that delay network request processing, while interference from co-running applications may cause scheduling
policies and cache effects to further delay replication processing. PM-optimized DFSes exhibit less than 10𝜇s latency
for small replicated updates [18], intensifying the impact of
any interference.
Rationale. We have to find another way to provide consistent DFS replication performance, even when replica CPUs
are highly utilized by co-tenant applications. At the same
time, DFS replication should not interfere with co-running
applications on these replicas. Offload to a SmartNIC can
provide us with both benefits. We can busy poll for network events and process DFS replication operations on the
SmartNIC with low latency and without interference with corunning applications on the host. LineFS offloads replication
for these reasons.
Challenges. Naive SmartNIC offload, where every RDMA
connection has an independent polling thread, would overload the SmartNIC CPUs. It does not scale to many connections. At the same time, replication processing needs to be
parallelized and scale to many SmartNIC CPUs to achieve
low latency and high throughput on wimpy SmartNIC architecture. We describe solutions to each challenge.
Approach (scalable, low latency RDMA request processing). To realize low latency RDMA request processing, yet
scale to many connections, NICFS partitions DFS requests
into two types: low latency and high throughput. They use
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Figure 3: LineFS IO path and replication pipeline with 3 nodes (2 shown).
different network ports, so LibFS performs separate RPC
requests according to the use. For the low latency connection, NICFS dedicates a thread for busy polling, pinned to a
SmartNIC core. For the high throughput connections, NICFS
maintains a worker thread pool invoked when an event occurs (e.g., replication acknowledgments). NICFS uses the
low latency connection for latency-sensitive operations (e.g.,
fsync() notification and lease operations) and the high
throughput connection for data-intensive operations, like
replication and publication. NICFS also multiplexes RDMA
operations from multiple LineFS clients to reduce the number of QPs; for RDMA scalability, having a small number
of QPs is necessary to avoid NIC cache thrashing [23] and
further reduces the busy loop thread count.
Approach (replication). To further reduce replication latency, LineFS uses the SmartNIC to asynchronously and proactively replicate log entries (at the granularity of chunks) before LibFS calls fsync(). On fsync(), LineFS synchronously
replicates any remaining log entries. Like the publish operation, NICFS uses pipeline parallelism to accelerate asynchronous replication. The replication pipeline consists of
four stages: fetch, validation, transfer, and acknowledgment
(ACK). Recall that the first two stages are identical to the
publishing pipeline and the two pipelines share these stages
for efficiency.
Figure 3 shows LineFS’s replication IO path and pipeline.
At the primary’s NICFS, a pipeline chunk is first fetched
( 1 ) and validated ( 2 ). Then, NICFS transfers the chunk
to the next replica’s NICFS ( 3 ). After receiving the chunk,
the replica asynchronously copies the chunk to its local PM
log ( 4 ), and, in parallel, transfers the chunk to the next
replica ( 4’ ). Finally, because the last replica does not have to
conduct any further data replication, the penultimate replica
(replica 1 in Figure 3) can directly transfer the chunk to the
last replica’s host PM log in step 4’ , saving a SmartNIC
memory copy. Each replica sends an ACK to the primary,
after copying the pipeline chunk to the local PM log ( 5 ).
These steps happen proactively in the background and LibFS
does not need to be informed.

By design, NICFS parallelizes the replication pipeline; e.g.,
replicating Chk1 ( 3 ), while validating Chk2 ( 2 ), and fetching Chk3 ( 1 ) in parallel. Similarly, replica NICFSes transfer
each pipeline chunk to the next SmartNICs’ memory ( 4’ ) in
the replication chain (except for the last replica) and, in parallel, copy the chunk to their host-local PM log ( 4 ). The cost
of copying is hidden by overlapping it with transferring the
chunk to the next replica ( 4 and 4’ happen concurrently
in Figure 3).
On fsync(), the primary’s NICFS fetches any client-private
log entries that are not yet replicated and synchronously
replicates them using the replication pipeline. Unlike asynchronous replication, synchronous replication uses the low
latency RDMA connection to transfer the log entries quickly.
When done, the primary NICFS acknowledges successful
replication to LibFS ( 6 ) and fsync() can return.
Data-path processing opportunities. Optionally, NICFS
can configure a compression stage ( A ) before transferring
data in the replication pipeline to save network bandwidth.
The compression stage consumes a large amount of SmartNIC’s CPU resources, so NICFS monitors the wait queue
length at each stage of the pipeline. If the compression stage
becomes a bottleneck, NICFS opportunistically disables the
stage.

3.4

Shared File Management

LineFS linearizes concurrent accesses to shared state using
leases [32]. Leases provide single-writer, multiple-reader access to files and directories. LineFS follows Assise’s lease
management design, but offloads lease arbitration to NICFS.
LibFSes acquire leases from the NICFS lease manager on the
SmartNIC, instead of a host-based SharedFS. Like in Assise,
lease management is initially rooted in the cluster manager
and then delegated to NICFS instances, upon LibFS request.
Once a lease is granted, LibFS can access the file/directory
associated with the lease without further synchronization,
until the lease expires or is revoked. NICFS accepts published
log entries only if LibFS holds the correct leases for file or
directory updates (as checked in the validation stage).

To provide crash consistency, the DFS needs to record
granted leases, requiring persistence and replication. Replication and persistence have high overhead compared to lease
arbitration and thus increase the latency of lease operations.
To reduce latency on the critical path, LineFS provides filesystem access concurrently with recording leases. When granting a lease, NICFS updates lease state only in SmartNIC memory and then carries out host PM persistence and replication
asynchronously in the background, while the application
continues DFS operation using the granted lease. This does
not affect crash consistency, as NICFS waits until all leases
are persisted and replicated when fsync() is called.

3.5

Extended NICFS Availability

Software crashes are among the most common failures of
data center servers [21, 28, 33]. Among these, the most interesting software failure from a NICFS perspective is the
failure of the host OS. In this case, the host, including DFS
clients on the host, ceases operation and cannot function as
a DFS primary anymore. However, if the host is a replica for
other primary nodes, its service can be offloaded entirely to
NICFS and kept available, even if the host has crashed. Isolated NICFS operation allows LineFS to mask host fail-over
time, improving DFS availability.
To detect host failure, NICFS consistently monitors the
host kernel worker. If NICFS detects that the kernel worker is
not responding, it deems the host down and switches to isolated NICFS operation. Isolated NICFS operation continues
to carry out replication and publication services via RDMA
across PCIe, keeping the DFS node available while the host
operating system is undergoing maintenance.
Switching in and out of isolated NICFS operation is seamless. Client log and public areas in host PM must remain in
place across host OS crashes. This is already a requirement
for DFS recovery after a host crash [18]. Any interrupted kernel worker publication operation is restarted by NICFS. This
is done without any data loss, as publication is idempotent.
When the kernel worker becomes available again, NICFS
can switch out of isolated operation and submit future copy
requests to the worker.

3.6

Discussion

We discuss how LineFS provides access control, fail-over,
and recovery, while offloading to NICFS.
Access control. To open a file, LibFS must send an open request to NICFS. NICFS checks file permissions and, if access
is granted, sends an RPC request to the kernel worker running in the host kernel. On receiving the RPC, the kernel
worker allows LibFS to perform mmap() of file, directory, and
file index pages in public PM. LibFS must not directly modify
the pages, so the kernel worker maps the pages read-only.

Instead, all updates go to the per-process update log, where
NICFS can validate them upon publication.
NICFS fail-over. The cluster manager sends heartbeat messages to each alive NICFS every second. When the cluster
manager detects a NICFS failure, it immediately expires all
leases assigned to the failed NICFS and ensures a live NICFS
replica takes over the lease management. When a NICFS fails
in our current prototype, the host kernel worker is informed
by the cluster manager. The kernel worker, in turn, informs
all local LibFSes via a signal to return appropriate error codes
on file system access.
NICFS fail-over on a SmartNIC crash is a possible alternative. If the host has a redundant (potentially ordinary)
RDMA NIC, LineFS can perform a fail-over to a replica NICFS.
The replica NICFS becomes the new primary NICFS for the
host and takes over replication and lease management. LibFSes re-acquire leases from the replica NICFS (lease state is
replicated) and continue operation, while the local NICFS
recovers. We leave this for future work.
Recovery. To track file system progress during NICFS downtime, the cluster manager maintains an epoch number. The
epoch number increments on node failure and recovery. Once
the epoch number is changed, the cluster manager notifies
all alive NICFSes and each NICFS persists the epoch number
to PM. All NICFSes have a replicated history bitmap that
records what inodes have been updated during each epoch.
Once a failed NICFS restarts, it registers with the cluster
manager and starts recovery. Upon recovery, NICFS reads
the persisted epoch number and requests the history bitmap
from an online replica. To synchronize with the current file
system progress, NICFS fetches from the replica all inodes
that have been recorded between its persisted epoch and the
current epoch. Local update logs that touch recovered inodes
are invalidated. As future work, the recovery process could
be optimized to make it more fine-grained.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

We implement LineFS in x86 Linux hosts and ARM-based
Mellanox BlueField SmartNICs. LineFS is written in C with
25,827 lines of code (LoC) for LibFS and 22,538 LoC for NICFS.
LineFS uses Intel Optane DC persistent memory modules
in App-Direct mode, which expose PM as physical memory.
The App-Direct mode allows LineFS to map PM directly, so
LineFS directly persists data and metadata via the PMDK
library [11], without involving the OS.
LibFS is implemented as a shared library, dynamically
linked into each client process’ address space. LineFS does
not require any application modification. LibFS intercepts
filesystem POSIX system calls to persist data and metadata
to the client-private log. Currently, LibFS supports 21 system calls. LibFS mmap()s the client-private log in contiguous

virtual memory (by default 512 MB) and registers it as an
RDMA region to communicate with NICFS.
NICFS is a process running on the SmartNIC’s Linux OS.
NICFS includes RDMA communication and the file system
as independent layers. Using the RDMA layer, the file system layer communicates with local LibFSes and NICFSes in
other nodes. NICFS uses one-sided RDMA to fetch client
log headers and entries. The file system layer caches inodes,
directory, and file indexes (e.g., extent tree) in SmartNIC’s
DRAM to avoid frequent access to host PM via PCIe. The
kernel worker is implemented as a Linux kernel module. The
kernel worker publishes client-private logs to the public PM
area using the Intel I/OAT DMA engine [38].
Fast read (LibFS). To efficiently search file data in the update log, LibFS has an in-memory hash table that locates
it. The hash table does not need to be persisted. LibFS accesses file blocks in public PM after passing a permission
check (§3.6). LibFS searches the file data in public PM via
per-file extent trees [45]. LibFS does not cache extent trees
in DRAM because 1) it has better performance [48], and 2)
it does not require maintaining consistency between public
PM and DRAM cache.
Replication flow control (NICFS). The memory capacity
of our SmartNIC is small (16 GB). When NICFS replicates
multiple update logs simultaneously, the SmartNIC may run
out of memory. To avoid running out of memory, NICFS consistently monitors memory consumption. When SmartNIC
memory consumption is higher than a high watermark (e.g.,
70%), NICFS temporarily stops further update log replication, draining the current replication pipeline. Once memory
utilization drops below a low watermark (e.g., 30%), NICFS
resumes replication.
Asynchronous DMA (kernel worker). To perform asynchronous DMA, we use the Linux I/OAT DMA kernel driver
from the kernel worker. NICFS batches memory copy requests by building a memory copy list (preserving order) and
then sends an RPC to the kernel worker. The kernel worker
issues DMA requests in the order of the memory copy list
and sleeps until it receives completion notifications from the
kernel I/OAT driver.

5

EVALUATION

We evaluate LineFS to validate our design principles when
offloading DFSes to SmartNICs. We compare LineFS with
Assise [18], a state-of-the-art DFS that supports client-local
PM access. Our evaluation answers the following questions:
• What latency and throughput can LineFS achieve on an
idle and on a busy cluster with co-running applications?
How does it compare to Assise? How do the various parallel pipelines contribute to LineFS performance? (§5.2)

• How do various levels of DFS offload contribute to performance isolation? (§5.2.4, §5.3)
• What data-path processing opportunities exist? (§5.4)
• By how much can LineFS improve DFS availability (§5.5)?

5.1

Experimental Setup

Our evaluation testbed consists of 3× dual-socket Intel Xeon
Gold 5220R servers at 2.2 GHz with 48 cores (no hyperthreading), 96 GB DDR4-2666 DRAM, and 768 GB PM (6× 128 GB
Intel Optane DC persistent memory modules). All nodes run
Ubuntu 18.04 with Linux kernel version 5.3.
SmartNIC. We deploy a Mellanox BlueField MBF1M332A
in each node. The SmartNIC has 16× ARMv8 A72 cores with
6 MB shared L3 cache, 16 GB DRAM, and 25Gbps network
bandwidth with RDMA. The SmartNICs are connected to
a 100 GbE switch and we use RoCE [13] for RDMA. The
measured memory bandwidth of our SmartNIC is 10 GB/s
and network goodput (measured by our file benchmark) is
2.2 GB/s.
System configuration. We choose Assise as a baseline system because it is a client-local DFS like LineFS. Orion also
supports the client-local model, but its source code is not
available. We do not compare LineFS with client-server DFSes, such as Ceph, because Assise demonstrated an order of
magnitude faster performance than those DFSes. We configure Assise with three settings: Assise is vanilla Assise in
“pessimistic” [18] mode, guaranteeing persistence on fsync(),
just like LineFS. Assise-BgRepl additionally replicates in
the background, before fsync() is called, akin to LineFS
replication. Assise-BgRepl uses 3 threads for background
replication (which we confirmed maximizes performance)
and the same 4MB chunk size, but does not implement pipeline
parallelism. Assise+hyperloop adapts the replication protocol from Hyperloop [36], a system that offloads replication to an RDMA NIC. The source code of Hyperloop is
unavailable, so we implemented the proposed design. Hyperloop manipulates RDMA request destination addresses
on the remote NIC via RDMA verbs. Modern RDMA NICs
(ConnectX-4 and later—our BlueField uses a ConnectX-5)
disable this feature for security. To get around this problem, we run Assise+Hyperloop with an IO trace generated in advance, which specifies the modified destination
addresses when replicating data, avoiding remote request
manipulation. Our implementation is validated by the Hyperloop authors and we reproduced the results presented
in the Hyperloop paper. Because our Hyperloop evaluation
requires traces, we compare LineFS with Assise+Hyperloop
for microbenchmarks only. To evaluate the effectiveness of
LineFS’s pipeline parallelism, we configure LineFS without
it (LineFS-NotParallel), so it replicates the client-private
log sequentially in the background. We configure the PM log

Assise
LineFS-NotParallel

Assise-BgRepl
LineFS

Throughput (GB/s)

Replicas idle

Assise+Hyperloop
Replicas busy

2.0
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Random read
Assise LineFS Assise LineFS
3,147
3,134
2,960
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Table 2: Read throughput (MB/s) of Assise and LineFS
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Figure 4: Write throughput scalability when replicas
are idle and busy.

size to 512 MB for both Assise and LineFS. Both DFSes use 3
nodes; primary, replica-1, and replica-2.
Multi-tenancy. It is common practice to run IO-intensive
and CPU-intensive jobs together in the cloud [29, 34, 43].
To evaluate the resulting interference with DFS execution,
we use streamcluster from the PARSEC [20] suite v3.0 to
mimic CPU-intensive jobs. To stress the host cores, we set the
number of threads for streamcluster equal to the number
of host cores. When running streamcluster with Assise
or LineFS, we adjust the scheduling priority to evaluate the
impact of resource contention.
Test suite. We test LineFS with xfstests [17] and CrashMonkey [47]. LineFS successfully passes all 75 general xfstest
cases and all CrashMonkey tests. Also, LineFS passes all 201
LevelDB unit tests and is able to run all Filebench profiles.

5.2

Microbenchmarks

5.2.1 Write Throughput Scalability. Our throughput benchmark writes file data to a 12 GB file with 16 KB IO size
sequentially and calls fsync at the end. Figure 4 shows the
scalability of throughput by increasing the number of DFS
clients. Each client has its own file of the same size. We
measure throughput when the replicas’ CPU is idle (no corunner) and busy.
Replicas idle. Assise shows the worst throughput with a
single client (645 MB/s). Assise synchronously replicates
updates only upon fsync() and within the thread context
of the caller. Assise throughput is thus heavily dependent
on the number of client contexts. Assise-BgRepl improves
the performance by up to 124% due to replicating in the
background. LineFS performs up to 133% and 4% better than
Assise and Assise-BgRepl, respectively. LineFS’s pipeline
parallelism hides PM persistence and replication latencies,
achieving similar throughput to Assise-BgRepl, even with a
more complex data-path. LineFS-NotParallel performs at
least 60% worse than LineFS, demonstrating the importance
of pipeline parallelism for good offload performance.

When increasing the number of clients, both LineFS and
Assise become increasingly resource-bottlenecked. The maximum goodput of our microbenchmark is 2.2 GB/s. LineFS
saturates the maximum goodput with only two clients due
to background parallel replication, but Assise needs four
clients. We stop at eight clients because both systems already
saturate network bandwidth.
Replicas busy. In this benchmark, we are interested in how
DFS performance is affected by host resource contention due
to background co-tenant activity. Hence, when co-running
with applications, we give the DFS higher scheduling priority to eliminate scheduling policy as a source of performance degradation. We run streamcluster as co-runner in
the replicas, leaving the primary for the microbenchmark.
With a single client, all DFSes achieve similar performance
to the idle case because they have a higher priority than
streamcluster and the contention is not high. As we increase the number of clients, all DFSes experience increased
host contention and none can saturate the network bandwidth. LineFS experiences the least contention due to offload
and outperforms the other DFSes by 33% at scale. Note that
Assise+Hyperloop still requires periodic host participation
for publication and posting of RDMA verbs for replication
offload, reducing its performance. Even LineFS still requires a
kernel worker for publication, causing performance degradation versus the idle case. We analyze the kernel worker cost
in §5.2.4, showing that skipping kernel worker publication in
replicas allows LineFS to saturate the network bandwidth,
and confirming that resource contention in replicas is a bottleneck, even when DFSes are prioritized.
In all cases, LineFS-NotParallel does not scale because
it does not effectively utilize SmartNIC resources. LineFS-Not
Parallel uses 4.1 ARM cores on average, whereas LineFS
uses 5.8 cores. This result confirms that pipeline parallelism
is essential when offloading a DFS to SmartNICs.
5.2.2 Read Throughput. Table 2 presents the read throughput of LineFS and Assise. The microbenchmark runs a single client reading a 12 GB file with 16 KB IO size locally.
For reads, LineFS does not offload any operations to SmartNICs. The entire read data-path is performed in the host CPU.
Therefore, LineFS and Assise show similar performance in
both sequential and random read cases.
5.2.3 Pipeline Performance Analysis. We break down the
time taken by each pipeline stage when publishing and replicating a 4 MB chunk. Figure 5 shows this result. Publish and
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LineFS
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4,716
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Replicas busy
Avg.
99th 99.9th
323 7,115
8,331
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78
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Table 3: Latency (𝜇s) when idle and busy.
replication pipelines share the fetching and validation stages,
so their latencies are identical. As expected, fetching and publication/transfer make up the largest portion of processing
latency due to having to cross high-latency interconnects.
As pipeline stage execution overlaps, this benchmark shows
the per-stage latency that is hidden by pipeline parallelism.
5.2.4 Performance Interference. To compare the performance
interference of LineFS and Assise, we run streamcluster
in all nodes, including the primary. This configuration represents aggressive consolidation by running an IO and CPUintensive workload together. We run the throughput microbenchmark (two DFS clients, each running a single thread)
and streamcluster with 48 threads (using all cores on the
node) under the same priority. Figure 6 presents the stream
cluster execution time and the microbenchmark throughput. When running streamcluster with Assise, Assise
degrades the performance of streamcluster by 72% in the
primary and 66% in replicas due to resource contention. The
primary, where the DFS clients run, uses more host CPU and
memory resources, causing a more severe slowdown than on
the replicas. Assise-BgRepl improves Assise’s throughput
by 18%, limited by contention with streamcluster. LineFS
shows the best throughput, 46% better than Assise, while
incurring minimal slowdown of streamcluster (49% and
19% slowdown compared to the solo run for primary and
replica, respectively). This result confirms that LineFS’s design minimizes host performance interference while providing
good performance.
Kernel worker interference. As we have seen in §5.2.1, kernel worker publication is a major source of interference with
co-running applications. To understand the contention, we
implement several publication methods and evaluate the

performance of streamcluster (co-running host application) and LineFS according to these methods. Figure 7 shows
the execution time of streamcluster while four LineFS
clients run the throughput microbenchmark with the same
scheduling priority as the streamcluster process. With DMA
polling, the kernel worker issues DMA requests to copy
memory and waits for completion in a busy loop, which
is a standard implementation used in Intel SPDK [15]. DMA
polling + batch is an optimization of DMA polling, where
NICFS batches memory copy requests to the kernel worker.
DMA interrupt + batch means the kernel worker blocks
until a DMA completion interrupt arrives, causing less contention than polling-based methods. No copy skips publication altogether.
As expected, streamcluster performs worse as LineFS
uses heavier-weight host publication methods. streamcluster
performance of No copy is identical to running streamcluster
alone. When the kernel worker uses DMA interrupt +
batch, streamcluster performance decreases by 23% compared to No copy, whereas CPU memcpy makes the performance drop by 61.5%. LineFS throughput shows how
LineFS performs under contention with streamcluster. Under contention, DMA interrupt + batch increases LineFS
throughput by 40.3% and 5.9% compared to CPU memcpy and
DMA polling + batch, respectively. Hence, we use DMA
interrupt + batch in all other benchmarks (including
§5.2.1).
5.2.5 Latency. We measure the latency of a microbenchmark that writes 16 KB of data followed by fsync() in a 12
GB file, so replication occurs at each write. This scenario is
not ideal for LineFS because, unlike throughput, LineFS cannot perform replication in the background. Table 3 reports

5.3

Application benchmarks

LevelDB. We run a LevelDB performance benchmark using db_bench, distributed with LevelDB’s source code. The
benchmark includes sequential and random object insert and
read, skewed (1% of frequently accessed objects) read, and
synchronous insert (an insert followed by fsync()). We set
a key size of 16 B and a value size of 1 KB (default testing
configuration of LevelDB). We run the LevelDB performance
benchmark when replicas are busy.
Figure 8a shows the average LevelDB latency (𝜇s) results
(y-axis is in log scale). As expected, LineFS and Assise perform similarly for read operations. LineFS has 80% better
latency in sequential insert and 27% better latency in random
insert than Assise. The insert performance shows similar
trends to the write microbenchmark. In the case of synchronous insert, LineFS obtains 27% better latency (lower improvement than sequential insert) because of the workload’s
frequent fsync() calls.
Filebench. We run the Fileserver and Varmail workloads in
the Filebench suite [54]. Fileserver executes file operations
on files of 128 KB average size. Varmail operates on smaller
files of 16 KB average size (emulating reading small mailbox
files). We set a working set of 10K files for both benchmarks.
The write to read ratio of Fileserver and Varmail is 2:1 and
1:1, respectively. Finally, Varmail frequently calls fsync()
for its persistence semantics (emulating write-ahead logging
when updating mailbox files), whereas Fileserver does not
call fsync() (relaxed crash consistency).
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the statistics of our latency measurements. When replicas are
idle, LineFS’s latency is higher than that of Assise due to
the following reasons. 1) The hardware data-path of LineFS
has multiple high-latency steps (cf. §5.2.3). LineFS fetches IO
data from host PM to SmartNIC memory via RDMA. After
running the pipeline stages, LineFS makes another RDMA
request to ConnectX transport hardware through the SoCinternal PCIe interconnect. 2) Due to low SmartNIC CPU
clock speed, we measured that the SmartNIC’s L3 cache and
DRAM access latency are more than 2× slower than on our
host hardware. In contrast, Assise can make direct RDMA
requests from fast host CPUs.
However, when replicas are busy, LineFS’s latency is similar to when replicas are idle. In this case, LineFS shows up
to 41× better latency than Assise. This result confirms our
claim that LineFS minimizes interference of DFS operations
with host applications. Assise+Hyperloop also shows good
average and 99𝑡ℎ percentile latency for both cases. However, Hyperloop requires periodic posting of RDMA verbs by
the host CPU. If posting is delayed (e.g., due to contention),
Hyperloop increases latency. Due to this effect, the 99.9𝑡ℎ
percentile latency of Hyperloop is 23× worse than LineFS.

(b) Filebench
(higher is better)

Figure 8: LevelDB latency and Filebench throughput.
Figure 8b shows the average throughput of Filebench
when replicas are busy. In Fileserver, LineFS gets 79% better
throughput than Assise because the Fileserver workload
performs writes frequently. LineFS’s write performance is
better than Assise’s as shown in the microbenchmark results (§5.2). Also, Fileserver does not call fsync(), so LineFS
is able to run all pipeline stages in the background. The
Varmail result shows different trends. Mail server IO characteristics do not favor LineFS. The Varmail workload performs small file creation and updates followed by fsync(),
so LineFS cannot efficiently leverage pipeline parallelism. In
addition, each time Varmail opens a file, LibFS requests a permission check to NICFS via PCIe, whereas Assise performs
the permission check on the host. We identify that open()
takes up 9.1% of all file system calls during the Varmail experiment, providing a second major reason that LineFS is
21% slower than Assise.

5.4

Data-path Processing

We investigate the opportunity for additional data-path processing using spare SmartNIC resources and its impact on
DFS performance. In particular, we evaluate how effectively
LineFS’s data compression saves network bandwidth and its
impact on replication performance. Our use case is batch
processing. Distributed batch processing applications often
write intermediate data to a DFS (cf. Hadoop [52] on HDFS).
The intermediate data is replicated, causing high network
bandwidth utilization. LineFS compresses the data in the
primary to save network bandwidth when replicating data.
To evaluate this scenario, we run a parallel batch processing benchmark, Tencent Sort [35]. Tencent Sort performs parallel sorting, consisting of a range partitioning phase and a
merge-sort phase. In the partitioning phase, each worker process partitions the input data into non-overlapping ranges,
and stores the partitioned data to temporary files. In the
merge-sort phase, each sort worker process reads the temporary files assigned to the process, merges data from the files,
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Figure 9: Network bandwidth consumption of Assise
and LineFS while running Tencent Sort. LineFS-x% indicates LineFS with an input data set of x% compression ratio. The numbers in the legend indicate execution time of Tencent Sort.

and sorts them. Each sort worker writes its final output to a
file.
We implement Tencent Sort for evaluating Assise and
LineFS. We configure four partitioning and four sorting
processes in the primary node. The data set consists of 80M
records. We use the Quicksort algorithm for the merge and
sort phase and radix-based range partitioning.
We evaluate network bandwidth consumption and benchmark performance according to different compression ratios.
To control compression ratios, we modify the benchmark
input generation tool [14] to adjust the ratio of zero values in
input files. We create three input sets to have 40%, 60% and
80% compression ratios respectively. For compression, NICFS
runs the Lempel-Ziv-Welch algorithm [7]. In our evaluation,
the compression throughput of a single SmartNIC core is
around 200 MB/s, which is much lower than the network
bandwidth. NICFS performs parallel compression to avoid
a pipeline bottleneck in the compression stage, running 16
threads to execute the compression stage in our evaluation.
To stress network bandwidth, we also run iperf3 [16] as a
background task that contends for network bandwidth.
Figure 9 shows the network bandwidth consumption of
Assise and LineFS with different input sets. As expected,
LineFS reduces network bandwidth by 29%, 49%, and 72%
compared to Assise in LineFS-40%, LineFS-60%, and LineFS
-80%, respectively. We measure the time taken by the mergesort phases. When the compression ratio is low, LineFS performance is comparable to Assise. When the compression
ratio is 80%, LineFS (16.69 seconds) performs 10.6% better
than Assise (18.72 seconds), while saving 72% of network
bandwidth.
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Availability

We evaluate LineFS’s extended availability in the face of
replica failures with a failure experiment using 3 nodes (one
primary, two replicas). We run Varmail in the Filebench suite
on the primary node and instrument Varmail to report its
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Figure 10: Varmail throughput (time series in seconds).
Replica-1’s host (VM) fails at time 8s and recovers at
time 16s.
throughput every second.1 While running Varmail, we crash
replica-1 by injecting a failure that reboots the host (running
in a VM).
Figure 10 shows the Varmail throughput over time. At 8
seconds, NICFS in replica-1 detects the failure because the
kernel worker is not responsive to heartbeat messages. NICFS
changes its copy mode to use PCIe for publishing replica1’s log. Replica-1’s NICFS also continues replicating data
to replica-2 while replica-1’s host system is down. Varmail
replicates data at a few hundred MB/s and we do not observe
a performance drop due to PCIe memory copy during the
host failure window. At time 16s, the host system recovers.
The host kernel worker is stateless and can restart copying
without any further recovery. At time 16s, NICFS detects
that the kernel worker has recovered and starts sending RPC
requests to resume host-based publication.
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RELATED WORK

Distributed file systems. Disk-based client-server file systems used in large scale clouds and high-performance computing systems, such as Ceph [58], LustreFS [6], GPFS [4],
GFS [30], and HDFS [52], focus on providing scalability and
high availability for thousands of storage nodes. These file
systems are inherently slow with fast PM storage due to their
complex design and client-server architecture, motivating
PM-optimized DFSes leveraging fast RDMA.
Various PM-optimized DFSes follow the client-server model,
but optimize communication primitives and metadata placement. Octopus [44] couples PM with high-performance RDMA,
introducing collect-dispatch transactions to provide lowerlatency access to data and metadata. Clover [56] manages
remote storage via RDMA operations and locates metadata
with applications. While these DFSes optimize communication overheads, the cost of accessing remote storage via the
network remains high.
Assise [18] and Orion [60] leverage the client-local model.
Orion places data in local PM for “internal clients” to reduce
network accesses, but communicates metadata updates with
remote metadata servers. Assise places data and metadata
in the client node, eliminating network latency to access
1 Note

that printing Varmail’s throughput every second reduces Varmail
throughput compared to §5.3.

remote storage and metadata servers. Assise uses RDMA to
replicate data and metadata. These DFSes provide superior
performance for PM than the client-server model. However,
the client-local model has to share host resources between
DFS management operations and co-running applications.
SmartNIC offload. Many approaches offload host tasks to
SmartNICs. Floem [50] and ClickNP [39] offload network
functions like rate limiter and firewall to SmartNICs. AccelNet [27] offloads processing TCP and SDN stack. For FPGAbased SmartNICs, Tonic [19] enables programmable transport protocols and hXDP [22] efficiently executes eBPF programs. iPipe [41] proposes the actor programming model for
offloading applications like KV store, distributed transaction
systems, and real-time analytics to SoC-based SmartNICs.
E3 [42] and 𝜆-NIC [25] offload microservices to SoC-based
SmartNICs. FairNIC [31] and PANIC [40] address fairness
and performance isolation problems among competing offload tasks in SmartNICs. These approaches share the same
vision with LineFS of reducing host CPU burden by offloading tasks and leveraging resources in SmartNICs to accelerate
the offloaded tasks, but they do not address unique challenges
of DFS offload, such as handling highly structured data with
sophisticated access protocols for consistency and durability
across multiple SmartNICs.
Hyperloop [36] offloads chain replication to RDMA NICs.
Hyperloop uses the RDMA WAIT verb and remote manipulation of RDMA requests for replication without involving
the host CPU. Hyperloop provides stable tail latency even
when a replica’s host CPU is busy. Hyperloop focuses on
replicated transactions, but offloading a full-fledged DFS has
to address more issues: shared file coordination, metadata
consistency, crash consistency, and scalability by efficiently
utilizing SmartNICs. LineFS proposes general design ideas
when offloading DFS operations to SmartNICs.

7

CONCLUSION

LineFS proposes the persist-and-publish model and pipeline
parallelism to offload a PM-optimized DFS to SmartNICs.
LineFS offloads CPU-intensive DFS tasks, like replication,
compression, data publication, index and consistency management to a SmartNIC. We implement LineFS on the Mellanox BlueField SmartNIC and compare to Assise, a state-ofthe-art PM DFS. LineFS improves latency in LevelDB up to
80% and throughput in Filebench up to 79%, while providing
extended DFS availability during host system failures.
LineFS is available at https://github.com/casys-kaist/LineFS.
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